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Projeto de  Proteção e Reconstrução da Marginal 12 de Julho em Agua Grande

Preparação dos Instrumentos de Salvaguardas Ambientais e Sociais do Projeto

Questionário dos Agregados Familiares/Outras Unidades Socioeconómicas

NR. Do questionário Data

Inquiridor

IDENTIFICAÇÃO

Coordenadas E:

S:

Secção da Baia |__| 1 – Lagarto; 2 – Ana Chave; 3- Pantufo

Localidades Colocar o nome da Localidade que o inquirido referir

Categoria da pessoa entrevistada
1-Lavadeira 2- vendedora de peixe 3- vendedora de fruta 4-
pescador de san pedro 5- pescador de Ponte cais velho 6- Dono de
pequeno restaurante

Nome do respondente
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A. COMPOSIÇÃO DO AGREGADO FAMILIAR

Instruções para o entrevistador:
· Liste todas as pessoas do agregado familiar, desde a mais velha à mais nova. Não esqueça de incluir bebés, crianças pequenas e a pessoa entrevistada.
·  “Membro do agregado familiar”: todas as pessoas que comem ou contribuem para a mesma panela, quer presentemente vivam ou não em casa.

# Nome do membro do
agregado familiar

A1. Relação com o chefe do
agregado familiar

A2. Género A3. Idade (anos) A4. Estado Civil A5. Residência A6. Nível de educação mais
elevado que completou

1 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

2 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

3 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

4 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

5 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

6 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

7 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

8 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

9 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

10 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

11 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

12 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|

13 |__|__| |__| |__|__| |__| |__| |__|__|
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# Nome do membro do
agregado familiar

A1. Relação com o chefe do
agregado familiar

A2. Género A3. Idade (anos) A4. Estado Civil A5. Residência A6. Nível de educação mais
elevado que completou

A7. Número total de
pessoas do agregado
familiar

|__|__|

1. Chefe do agregado familiar
(CAF)

2. Esposa do CAF

3. Filho/filha do CAF

4. Genro/Nora do CAF

5. Pai/Mãe do CAF

6. Padrasto/Madrasta do CAF

7. Sogro/Sogra do CAF

8. Cunhado/Cunhada

9. Irmão/irmã do CAF

10. Avô/Avó do CAF

11. Neto/Neta do CAF

12. Sobrinho/Sobrinha do CAF

13. Adoptado/criado por/enteado

14. Outro parente
(especificar)____________

15. Sem parentesco com o CAF
(especificar)____________

1. Masculino

2. Feminino

99. Não sabe 1. Solteiro

2. Casado pelo civil

3. Casado pela igreja

4. Casado tradicionalmente

5. Casado com cerimónias
mistas (civil e/ou igreja e/ou
tradicional)

6. Casado de facto (vivem juntos)

7. Separado/divorciado

8. Viúvo(a)

1. A viver em casa

2. Ausente a
trabalhar noutro
ponto do país

3. Ausente a
trabalhar fora do
país

4. Ausente a estudar
noutro ponto do país

5. Ausente a estudar
fora do país

06. Ausente
temporariamente
por outras razões
(especificar)

1. Nenhum

2. Sabe ler e escrever o seu
nome e alguns números

3. Jardim infantil/Escolinha

4. Básico I (1ª – 4ª classe)

5. Básico II (5ª – 6ª classe)

6. Secundário I (7ª – 9ªclasse)

7. Secundário II (10ª-12ªclasse)

8. Formação Profissional (10ª –
12ª classe)

9. Universitário

99. Não sabe
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B. OCUPAÇÃO E EMPREGO

Instruções para o entrevistador:
· Providencie informação baseada na lista da Secção A acima, i.e. os números atribuídos aos membros do

agregado familiar na primeira tabela devem permanecer os mesmos ao longo do questionário.
· Preencha a tabela para todos os membros do agregado.

# Situação de Emprego
Ocupação Principal

Para os Membros Empregados
E1. Outro emprego

 E2. Tipo de
Empregador

1 |__|__| |__|__| |__|

2 |__|__| |__|__| |__|

3 |__|__| |__|__| |__|

4 |__|__| |__|__| |__|
1. Vendedoras de frutas
2. Vendedora de peixe Passar para F1…

Passar para F1…

1. Agricultura

2. Pesca

3. Artesanato

1. Governo

2. Empresa privada

3. Pescador
4. Com emprego informal
(sem contrato nem acordo
formal)
5. Trabalhador sazonal
6. Trabalho por conta
própria

4. Trabalho doméstico

5. Comércio (loja)

6. Comércio (barraca ou outro
negócio informal)

7. Comércio ambulante ou no
chão

8. Trabalhador não qualificado
(sem habilidade - ex. guardador
carros, cobrador)

3. Individual

4. Trabalho por
conta própria

5. Parente (com
remuneração)

6. Parente (sem
remuneração)

7. Desempregado
(procurando activamente
emprego)

8. Doméstico (não
procurando emprego)

9. Reformado (recebe
pensão)

Passar para F1…

Passar para F1…

Passar para F1…

9. Trabalhador qualificado

(com habilidade, trabalha por
conta própria - mecânico,
electricista, carpinteiro, etc)

10. Profissional (com contrato
formal - professor, enfermeiro,
contabilista, etc)

10. Incapacitado e não
empregado

Passar para F1… 98. Outra (especificar)

___________________________

C. Actividade (pesca, venda, restaurante)

H1. Há quanto tempo é que você e o seu agregado familiar explora este negócio Actividade? (anos)

|__|__|
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A. Vendedoras, Rolote, restaurante/
# J1. Tipo de

produto (peixe,
frutas,

J2. Localização J4. Proprietário
( o negocio é
seu?)

J8. . Quando veio para
aqui praticar esta
actividade não sabia
que era proibido?

J9 o que lhe levou a
permanecer nesta
actividade

J10. Quantidade
aproximada produto
que vende por
semana (quanto
dinheiro faz por dia)

1 |__| |__| |__| |__| |__|__|kg
2 |__| |__| |__| |__| |__|__|kg
3 |__| |__| |__| |__| |__|__|kg
4 |__| |__| |__| |__| |__|__|kg
5 |__| |__| |__| |__| |__|__|kg
6 |__| |__| |__| |__| |__|__|kg

J12. Número
total de
terrenos/talhões

|__|__|

1. perto de casa
2. A menos de
30 minutos de
casa
3.30 min -1h de
distância de
casa
4.1h - 2h de
distância de
casa
5. Mais de 2 h
de distância de
casa

1. Meu
2. Outro
membro do
agregado
familiar
3. Outro
parente (não
membro do
agregado
familiar)
4. Outro: não
parente

1. Sim
2. Não
_______________

1. É um bom local para
pratica desta actividade
2. Fica mais próxima da
minha habitação
3. Não tive outra
alternativa
4. estamos perto dos
pescadores
98. Outro (especificar

M5. Sobre a deslocação para o local da sua actividade:

Instrução ao entrevistador: seleccione só uma opção.

# M6. Principal meio de
transporte usado

M7. Frequência de
venda por semana

1 |__|__| |__|__|

2 |__|__| |__|__|

3 |__|__| |__|__|

[01]A pé

[02] Bicicleta

[03] Carro pessoal

[04] Transporte gratuito em
veículo motorizado privado

[05] Transporte pago em
veículo motorizado privado

[06] Transporte público

 [98] Outro
(especificar)____________

[01] Todos dias

[02] Algumas vezes por
semana

[03] Uma vez por semana

[04] 2-3 vezes por mês

[05] Uma vez por mês

[06] Algumas vezes por ano

[07] Irregularmente
(quando necessário)

[98] Outro
(especificar)_____________
_____
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M6. Sobre a deslocação dos membros do agregado familiar:

Instrução ao entrevistador: seleccione só uma opção.

# M6. Principal meio de
transporte usado

M7. Frequência da
deslocação

M8. Destino da
deslocação

M9. Razão da
deslocação

1 |__|__| |__|__| |__|__| |__|__|

2 |__|__| |__|__| |__|__| |__|__|

[01]A pé

[02] Bicicleta

[03] Carro pessoal

[04] Transporte gratuito em
veículo motorizado privado

[05] Transporte pago em
veículo motorizado privado

[06] Transporte público

 [98] Outro
(especificar)____________

[01] Todos dias

[02] Algumas vezes por
semana

[03] Uma vez por semana

[04] 2-3 vezes por mês

[05] Uma vez por mês

[06] Algumas vezes por ano

[07] Irregularmente
(quando necessário)

[98] Outro (especificar)

__________________

[01] Dentro do
bairro

[02] Outro bairro

[03] Localidade

[04] Distrito/sede

 [06] Cidade mais
próxima

[01] Ir ao campo de
cultivo

[02] Trabalhar/pesca

[03] Estudar

[04] Fazer negócios

[05] Comprar

[06] Ir ao hospital

[07] Ir à igreja

[08] Visitar
família/amigos

[09] Passear/lazer

[98] Outro (especificar)

_____________

S. PERCEPÇÃO DO PROJECT0

S1. Qual é a sua opinião geral sobre o projecto de Reabilitação da Estrada/Orla Costeira?

Instrução para o entrevistador: seleccione só uma opção.

[1] Estou muito feliz com ele

[2] Estou feliz com ele

[3] Espero para verè passe para Q3

[4] Não estou feliz com eleè passe para Q3

[5] Não estou nada feliz com eleè passe para Q3

[9] Não tenho opiniãoè passe para Q3
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T. PREFERÊNCIAS DE COMPENSAÇÃO

T1. Não está confirmado que o projecto afecte alguns agregados familiares. Todavia, no caso de uma
casa/construção e/ou parte (s) dela ter de ser deslocada ou deitada abaixo, o que é que prefere como
compensação pela perda sofrida?

Instrução para o entrevistador: Seleccione só uma opção.

[01] Substituição por uma nova construção

[02] Materiais de construção

[03] Pagamento em dinheiro

[98] Outra (especificar) __________________________________

T2. Sendo sua actividade  afectada pelo projecto, o que é que prefere como compensação pela perda?

[01] substituição de local de vendao

[02] Pagamento em dinheiro

[98] Outra (especificar) __________________________________
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ANNEX 1.2.

LIST OF PERSONS CONSULTED
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NAME LOCATION ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
ADALZINA NAZARÉ                                    Baia de Ana Chave fruit seller
ADILSON VIEIRA                                       Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
AGDO MARTINS                                         Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
ALBERTINA QUARESMA                            Baia de Lagarto washerwomen
ALBERTINA SACRAMENTO                        Baia de Ana Chave fruit seller
ALCINA VARELA                                        Pantufo fish seller
ALEX SACRAMENTO Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
ALEXANDRNINO ESPERANÇA                   Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
AMANCIAO SEMEDO Baia de Lagarto
ANTÓNIA ALVES Baia de Ana Chave fruit seller
AUGUSTO ANTÓNIO Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
AUGUSTO CARVALHO Baia de Pantufo
CARMELITA DAS NEVES Baia de Ana Chave
CIRILO AFONSO Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
CLAUDIA REIS Baia de Lagarto washerwomen
DENILSE MOTA Baia de Pantufo
EDILTE SOARES Baia de Ana Chave fish seller
EDMILSON DOS SANTOS Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
ERMINAIZE CRAVID Baia de Lagarto
FELICIANO SANTANA Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
FERNANDO ROSÁRIO Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
FILOMENA Baia de Ana Chave fish seller
FRANCISCA Baia de Ana Chave fruit seller
GILSA RIOÂ Baia de Lagarto washerwomen
GISELA BARBOSA Baia de Pantufo
HEYDY MARTINS Baia de  Ana Chave fisherman
IDALECIO CARVALHO Baia de Pantufo
IDILSON PENHOR Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
IODELZINA QUARESMA FROTA Baia de Ana Chave fish seller
ISABEL LIMA Baia de Baia de Ana Chave fruit seller
IVANILSA DA SILVA Baia de Lagarto washerwomen
IZAQUINILDA NETO Baia de Lagarto washerwomen
JERCILEY COSTA Baia de Pantufo
JOANA TERESA Baia de Ana Chave
JOIMAR LEITE Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
JOSEÉ PEREIRA Baia de Lagarto
JUELMA BOBO Baia de Ana Chave
LEIDA NASCIMENTO Baia de  Ana Chave fruit seller
LISTON DOS RAMOS Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
MANUEL LIMA Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
MARCOS VILA Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
MARIA ALFREDO Baia de Pantufo roloutte owner
MARIA AMADO Baia de Ana Chave fruit seller
MARIA FELIX Baia de Ana Chave fish seller
MARTA CRUZ Baia de Pantufo
MAURY MARTINS Baia de Ana Chave fruit seller
NEIDE GLÓRIA Baia de Pantufo fruit seller
NILSA ROSA Baia de Ana Chave
NILTON CARVALHO Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
ODILER LOPES Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
OSVALDO CONSTANTINO Baia de Ana Chave fisherman
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NAME LOCATION ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
OSVALDO MOREIRA Baia de Lagarto
PASCOA DA GLÓRIA Baia de Ana Chave
TATIANA Baia de Ana fruit seller
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ANNEX 1.3.

LIST OF PAP´S ENTITLED FOR COMPENSATION
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NAME OCUPATION
Adjamedo Santos fishermen

Adosminio Manuel fishermen
Aguido Martins fishermen

Albertino Andreza fishermen

Alberto Campos Soares fishermen
Alves Sousa fishermen
Anastacio semedo fishermen

António Luís    Nascimento fishermen
António Martins fishermen
Aurélio do E. anto Cravid fishermen

Benvinde Macedo fishermen

Benvindo da Cruz fishermen
Calisto Antonio fishermen

Camerito das Neves fishermen

Carlos Soares fishermen

Cecílio Martins fishermen

Clementino Nascimento fishermen

Demivildy Will fishermen

Edmilson Diogo fishermen
Emilson Trindade fishermen
Eufrásio Ranger fishermen
Federico Segunda fishermen
Felisberto Semedo fishermen

Fernandes do Rosário fishermen

Filipe fishermen
Flaquimir Lima fishermen

Germinio Antonio fishermen

Hamilton fishermen
Heydy Martins fishermen
José Pereira fishermen
Jubinho da Conceição fishermen
Lucio Damião fishermen
Luziley Lazaro fishermen
Madjer da Conceição fishermen
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NAME OCUPATION
Madribuil Leal fishermen

Manuel Juliana fishermen
Manuel Pereira Luís Lopes fishermen
Manuel Vaz fishermen
Nelson Andreza fishermen
Nelson Domingo da Conceição Diogo fishermen

Orlando Luarindo fishermen

Ortins Segunda fishermen

Osvaldo Andrade fishermen
Osvaldo Fonseca fishermen
Pedro Trindade fishermen
Pedro Vaz fishermen
Regina Fernandes fishermen
Rui Moniz fishermen
Vandaerley Moreira fishermen
Abertina Bonfim fish sellers

Aida Anjo fish sellers
Amelia Maria dos Santos fish sellers
Atanilsa Mendes fish sellers

Bela Conceição fish sellers

Distinta Apresentação fish sellers

Idete Soares fish sellers
Iordizina Frota fish sellers
Jeovita Luiza André fish sellers
Maria de Fátima fish sellers
Maria de Nascimento fish sellers
Nica Maria fish sellers
Sandra das Neves fish sellers
Solange Diogo fish sellers
Vanderley Fernandes fish sellers
Adazinha Nazaré fruit sellers
Ajelica Santos fruit sellers
Albertina Severina fruit sellers
Antónia D’Alva fruit sellers
Aurélia Domingas Fernandes fruit sellers
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NAME OCUPATION
Aurélia Fernandes fruit sellers
Distinta Will fruit sellers
Felismina Barros fruit sellers
Isabel Lima fruit sellers
Isabel Pinto fruit sellers
Juliana Margarida fruit sellers
Maria Amado fruit sellers
Maria de Fátima Cruz fruit sellers
Mury Martins fruit sellers
Neida Nascimento fruit sellers
Admilsa Néne washer women
Áurea Benguela washer women
Beatriz Lima washer women
Elizete Lopes washer women
Irene Ramos washer women
Jeruma Pereira washer women

Jomiza Madre Deus washer women

Linolde Pereira washer women
Magui Neto washer women
Nelza Bonfim washer women
Nilza Neto washer women

Valdemira Monteiro washer women

Vânia Bonfim washer women

Edney Fernandes washer women
Linete Neves washer women
Adlesia Graciano restaurant owner
Ediane Pequeno Manager of the restaurant

Fate Santos Restaurant worker
Adilson Sanches Restaurant worker
Djamila Apresentação Restaurant worker
Kilton sousa Restaurant worker

Antonio do Nascimento Restaurant worker
Landia Afonso Restaurant worker
Adlezia Lima Vera Cruz Roulotte owner
Duadi Nascimento Roulotte owner
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Annex 1.4

CENSUS & SOCIOECONOMIC SURVEY PHOTOGRAFIC REPORT
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Annex 3

SUMMARY OF STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS AND CONSULTATIONS HELD
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A: First Round Consultations with Stakeholders
To develop a better understanding of the transportation conditions and challenges faced by project affected
parties, conducted public meetings, focus group discussions and interviews with women, public
transportation users, business owners. The consultations were held in the project districts:

Location Date Group people Focus group topics

Praia de Sam Pedro 19.04.2021 10 fishermen Possible impact of the project. What actions
can reduce negative impact? How will they
react to changes?

Praia de Sam Pedro 23 .04.2021 10 women fruit
sellers

Possible impact of the project. What actions
can reduce negative impact? How will they
react to changes?

Other institutions and businesses being consulted

Institution Date Function Contact Focus group topics

Hotel Praia 12.03.2021 Management
and control

Djevany Esteva

9894803

Possible impact of the project.
What actions can reduce negative
impact? What impact it will have on
your business?

Mistral Voayage 12.03.2021 Management Maria de Fatima
2223344,
9904050

Possible impact of the project.
What actions can reduce negative
impact? What impact it will have on
your business?

Hotel Omali
Lodje

12.03.2021 Human
Resources
Director

Bruno Sousa

2222350

Possible impact of the project.
What actions can reduce negative
impact? What impact it will have on
your business?

CFAO Motors 12.03.2021 DAF Director Joel Cravid
2221567,9818580

Possible impact of the project.
What actions can reduce negative
impact? What impact it will have on
your business?

VIP Motors 15.03.2021 Administrator Jessica kelve Possible impact of the project.
What actions can reduce negative
impact? What impact it will have on
your business?
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Institution Date Function Contact Focus group topics

Diogo Vaz
Restaurant

15.03.2021 Manager Leida 9953536 Possible impact of the project. What
actions can reduce negative impact?
What impact it will have on your
business?

Name Location Economic Activity

Adalzina Baía de Ana Chaves Fruit seller

Adilson Vieira Baía de Ana Chaves Fisherman

Agdo Martins Baía de Ana Chaves Fisherman

Albertina Quaresma Baía Lagarto Washwoman

Albertina Sacramento Baía de Ana Chaves Fruit seller

Alcina Varela Pantufo Fish seller

Alex Sacramento Baía de Ana Chaves Fisherman

Alexandrino Esperança Baía de Ana Chaves Fisherman

Amancio Semedo Baía Lagarto

Antónia Alves Baía de Ana Chaves Fruit seller

Augusto António Baía de Ana Chaves Fisherman

Augusto Carvalho Baía de Pantufo

Carmelita das Neves Baía de Ana Chaves

Cirilo Afonso Baía de Ana Chaves Fishermen

Claúdia Reis Baía de Ana Chaves Washwoman

Denilse Mota Pantufo

Edillte Soares Baía de Ana Chaves Fish seller

Edmilson dos Santos Baía de Ana Chaves Fisherman

Erminaize Cravid Baía de Lagarto

Feliciano Santana Baía de Ana Chaves Fisherman

Fernando Rosário Baía  de Ana Chaves Fisherman

Filomena Baía de Ana Chaves Fishermen
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Name Location Economic Activity

Francisca Baía de Ana Chaves Fishermen

Gilsa Rioá Baía Lagarto Washerwomen

Gisela Barbosa Pantufo

Heidy Martins Baía  deAna Chaves Fishermen

Idalecio Carvalho Pantufo

Idilson Penhor Baía de Ana Chaves Fishermen

Iodelzina Quaresma Frota Baía de Ana Chaves Fish seller

Isabel Lima Baía de Ana Chaves Fruit seller

Ivanilsa da Silva Baía Lagarto Washwomen

Izaquinilda Neto Baía Lagarto Washwomen

Jerciley Costa Baía Pantufo

Joana Teresa Baía de Ana Chaves

Joimar Leite Baía de Ana Chaves Fishermam

Josée Pereira Baía Lagarto

Juelma Bobo Baía de Ana Chaves

Leida Nascimento Baía de Ana Chaves Fruit seller

Liston dos Ramos Baía de Ana Chaves Fishermen

Manuel Lima Baía de Ana Chaves Fishermen

Marcos Vila Baía de Ana Chaves Fishermen

Maria Alfredo Pantufo Roloute owner

Maria Amado Baía  de Ana Chaves Fruit seller

Maria Felix Baía  de Ana Chaves Fish seller

Marta Cruz Pantufo

Maury Martins Baía Ana Chaves Fruit seller

Neide Glória Pantufo Fruit seller

Nilson Rosa Baía Ana Chaves
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B: PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS

Public consultations were carried out, three with the communities and one with the intuitions. The meetings
with the affected people took place in the three bays, the first on 28 June in the Lagarto bays, the second
in the morning of 29 June in the Ana Chave bay and the third in the afternoon of the same day in the Pantufo
coastal area. The meeting for the intuitions took place on July 1, where besides the institutions, NGOs,
hotels, restaurants etc. were also present. The number of participants are present in table below:

Public
Consultation

Date Local Ner. of Participants

Men                               Women

Lagarto Bay 29-06-2021  "Tia Nanda"
restaurant

10 15

Ana Chaves Bay 30-06-2021 Salon Piroca de San
Pedro

11 27

Pantufo Bay 30-06-2021 National High School
São Tomé

18 12

Institutions and
Society in general 1- 07-2021 Centro Brasil São

Tomé
8 3

TOTAL 47 57

Table 1. Participants in Public Consultation

A summary of questions and answers are presented in the following sections.
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LAGARTO BAY

Question Answer

Circulation and Access Impacts

Marlete Conceição: I would like to know what the
situation will be for the students who will have to go to
school, since the road will be blocked by the works?

With the works it is true that there will be
constraints, but the roads can be used for
routes, the works will be carried out in such a
way as to maintain circulation, even with the
difficulties inherent in the works.

Elizete Silva: When construction begins, what will
happen to the children who travel along the road?

The roads will not be completely blocked, only
in specific cases and it will not take long. We will
also create alternative routes

Marlene Conceição: Won't he barriers that they will put
in the road prevent the access to the beaches?

Access to the beach will not be conditioned.
There will always be access to the beach

Economic Impacts

Maria de Fátima: I work from Monday to Sunday, selling
fruit by the side of the road. With the construction work,
what will my situation be, since I'm a single mother?

There is a plan that you will then make known,
plans to resolve situations like this. Remember
that we will have other moments when we can
talk again.

Edney Fermandes: I am a fuel pump worker, I am sure
that with the jobs the business flow will go down. I am
worried about my job.

Osvaldo Andrade: I am a motor-taxi, my profession will
be very affected by the works, why don't they open
another road during the works?

We will open another road, there will be
constraints, but there will be circulation.

Zuleica Costa: Will construction companies hire women
for their work?

We will not build it ourselves, we are the design
and study team, but we can leave it as a
recommendation.

Environmental Impact

Erminaise: When the tide is high, the waves invade the
road, I suggest you build barriers that prevent the
seawater from reaching the road.

One of the purposes of the project is just that,
coastal protection

Sandra: I wanted to know if the rehabilitation is from the
square to the airport, the waterfront is in need of
rehabilitation

The project contemplates these locations, the
Reconstruction will be from Pantufo to the
airport.
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Question Answer

Duration / quality of the works

Edney Fernandes: We often notice that there are very
beautiful projects on paper, but when these projects are
executed, one notices that nothing is as beautiful as it
looks on paper

INAE - Normally the projects are made with all
the details, what happens is that at the moment
of execution, unforeseen events appear that
lead the projects to suffer alterations, but these
alterations should not be profound

Amâncio Semedo: How long will the works last? The population will be notified of the works in
their entirety, before the project begins

Mr Osvaldo suggested that the road should be widened, but the INAE representative said that this depends.
There are some conditions that may prevent the road from being widened, such as hotels.

The population was asked about issues related to the laundries, where they said that the laundries could
be given better conditions, by creating bathrooms and other improvements. In the same way, it was also
recommended to transfer the laundry that is located near Hotel Omali, to a place near CFAO Motor (a shop
that sells car maintenance).

The lady fruit seller asked that a small kiosk be made like those in San Pedro Bay, as a way of giving the
place more beauty and dignity.
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ANA CHAVES BAY

Question Answer:

Agnaldo Martis: The presence of the company makes me
satisfied. I've never travelled here, but everyone who sees
it says that the marginal road is very beautiful, only that the
company that is doing the work should improve the work.

This is another project, and today we are here
to present the work team and the project for
coastal protection and Reconstruction of the
marginal road. The project you are referring to
is the Reconstruction works of national road
EN1

Benvindo Lima: In order to carry out these works, will the
fishermen and the women who sell the fruit be removed ?

We are still on the drawing board, so we can't
talk about moving people or not. When things
are ready we will send it to the government to
decide. This work has coastal protection
aspects. The fishermen should see this.

Benvindo Lima: I ask this question because normally the
government takes decisions without consulting the
population

The waves are breaking. We wanted to know
the best thing we could do to improve your
lives.

The issue of the sea entering the land is due to sand theft. The problem is not only due to sand theft but
also to climate change.

But would you like to move to a place with
better security?

Atanilza Martins: We are satisfied with where we are, if
they take us away from here, where will they put us?

We are still studying

Solange Diogo: We have been selling here for a long time
and we already have identified customers, if you take us
away from here you would have to put us in a place where
our customers easily come to us. Our customers come to
us because they are looking for fish fresh from the sea.

You can continue to sell your fish, we will
always find an alternative that does not harm
your economic situation

Edite Soares: We have been selling here for 20 years, yet
we are still harassed by the police here. We always keep
the place clean and tidy. If they want to take us away from
here the government has to find another solution.

You can rest assured. Before the government
implemented projects without looking at the
social aspect, not today. We are always
concerned with the social issue.

In addition, we will carry out a survey to
understand things even better, we will go to
each one and listen to each one in particular.

Neida da Costa: There is no toilet, you also have to look
at the wind. Where we sell the fruit, we get a lot of wind.
The other thing I didn't like is that we are selling fruit next
to the fishermen.

INAE: We are really here to find out if you feel
comfortable where you are or if you can
recommend another place.
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Question Answer:

Bety: Where I am is fine. I can earn my income.

Felismino: It's fine for me too. My concern is if they send
us home, what will our situation be like.

INAE: We repeat again that we are not
sending anyone home. Our intention is not to
make people's lives worse. People will
continue as they are or they will improve their
lives.
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PANTUFO COASTAL

Question Answer:

Environmental Impact

Neliza Pereira: There are several stranded ships in the
bays, I think that in this project they should be removed. This
will give a better view of the waterfront.

We will propose to withdraw these vessels

Rui Alves: There are sewers leading to the beaches. What
will it be like?

The project has nothing to do with
environmental sanitation

Jerciley Costa: A lot of rehabilitations have been done, but
the trees have been destroying the rehabilitations they do.
Will the trees be renewed?

Only the degraded trees will be cut down.
The trees on the waterfront are part of the
character of the islands.

Emerson Santos: I am a taxi driver from Pantufo, the village
of Pantufo is degraded, I would like them to rehabilitate the
centre of Pantufo.

It must be said that the project will only go
as far as the crossroads in front of Milu
Bonfim

Katy Nascimento Student: Won't the classes cause noise
and disturb the classes? What about the buses, with the
construction work, like where will we catch the school bus?

Augusto: If there is a delay in the works, to whom will we
turn to complain?

Means must be created where anyone can
complain about the works

Carlos Menezes: I'm the owner of the petrol station and I've
already done some containment works with my own
resources to prevent the sea from entering the land and
causing coastal erosion. But I would like that area in front of
the Equador building to have an intervention as soon as
possible, they could put some large stones there, there are
some coconut trees there that are beautiful, but they are
about to fall.

The project has a coastal protection aspect,
which will take into account this issue.

OPAM - AC lda: Usually large stones are placed to prevent
the sea water from entering the land, but if there are beaches
that only have sand, what measures will be taken?

This meeting is to hear from you about what
you think of the project and to let you know
your concerns about what you will be
affected by during the implementation of the
project.

Rui Alves: Isn't there anyone here representing the Navy,
since they say they have authority over the coastline?

Direc. Environment: Consultations are
being carried out, the studies have not yet
been carried out, but there will be other
consultations in which the Navy will be
present
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Question Answer:

OPAM - AC lda: One of the things they could do to improve
my condition is to do coastal protection works. My workshop
will be affected if the sea continues to come inland.

One of the components of the project
consists precisely in the intervention in
coastal protection and

Circulation and Access Impacts

OPAM - Ac lda: I would like to know the consequences that
the works would have. What would be the duration of the
works, and how will the movement of students to and from
class be affected, as I have children that I take to school?

In the environmental and social impact
study, all details will be studied to ensure
road safety

Marta Cruz: Many families walk along the waterfront it would
be good if there were several zebra crossings along the
waterfront.

Economc Impact

OPAM - AC lda: Will there be compensation for those
affected?

At the moment we cannot say.

Neliza Pereira: What worries me are the fish sellers, they
use the waterfront for their livelihood. How will they be?

We have already had a meeting with them
where we talked about various aspects
around this. We will deal with it. Thank you
for your concern.

Henda dos Santos Bar in front of the building. Ecuador.
Where I am is where I earn my living, but if they have to
move me to another location because of the works, it won't
be a problem.
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MEETING WITH INSTITUTIONS

Question Answer.

Arminda Bom Jesus MARAPA: This project has
been discussed for a long time, I would like to thank
you since it is a very important project. I would like to
know if you only want to mitigate the problem of
coastal erosion or also to widen the waterfront ?

We have 1001 km2, with erosion, the land is being
disturbed.

INAE: When we talk about upgrading, we talk
about improving the waterfront. Due to limited
funding we are not going to widen the waterfront.
What is certain is that what has been lost along
the waterfront, we will certainly recover. If we
notice well, the degradation has not lost the body
of the road.

Arminda Bom Jesus MARAPA: It's a pity it's only
that way, a way to prevent coastal erosion should be
considered.

INAE: In the project there is a coastal protection
aspect. We at INAE would also like to see the
road widened, but due to funding, this is not yet
possible.

Anastácio Quaresma Directorate of Tourism: For
me, this project is very important. But I thought that
we would be shown a drawing or a model so that we
could see how the works would be. I think that if it
were like this, it would give us a greater perception of
things, and we would be able to know and issue better
opinions on improvements. The other concern is that
I would like to know if there is in this project the
involvement of institutions such as DOPU (Directorate
of Public Works and Urbanism), CST (Santo Tomé
Telecommunications Company) and INAE (National
Roads Institute). Normally works here are not done
without cooperation from other institutions and this
results in damage to the works. There should be
cooperation with the DOPU (Directorate of Public
Works and Urbanism), and you should even bring
your own inspectors. You should also listen to EMAE
(Empresa de Água e Eletricidade)

INAE: In this type of funding, inspectors will also
be from international tenders.

Consultant team: The public sounding had 3
sessions. The first was in Lagarto bay, 2nd
session was in Ana Chaves bay and the 3rd was
in Pantufo coast line. Why was this so? In order
to be able to hear each stakeholder separately.
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Question Answer.

José Dias Dirç. das Pescas: This project will affect
numerous fishing activities. Along the waterfront we
have several anchorages. Will the fishermen who will
be affected by the works be compensated?

The project had 3 stakeholder consultation
sessions. The first was in Lagarto Bay, the
second in Ana Chaves Bay and the third in
Pantufo. Why? To listen directly to those
affected, we were in s. Pedro and there we spoke
directly to the fishermen, we listened and
recorded all their concerns.

INAE: In this project there are studies that
provide for the compensation of affected people.
It should be noted that compensation can be
more than just financial. For example, it could be
rewarding with new boats, improvement of the
place where they practice their activities. It may
be in other ways, but one thing is certain, we will
not let people become poorer.

Daniel Chaves Repres. Capitania dos Portos: It is
notable that the waterfront needs to be requalified, but
I would like to know what specifically they intend to
do. I would like there to be a graph showing what they
are really going to do. For example, are they going to
use a breakwater for coastal protection?

We will have a type of protection adapted to the
type of section.

INAE: you have to understand that the project
has several phases, at this stage it is to collect
subsidies.

José Mendes Hotel Omali: What I can see from the
drawing you presented is that you are going to need
space to carry out this project. But if you look at the
hotel that I represent, there's not much space. I don't
know how they are going to do it. In the Praia Hotel, it
may be possible because it is further inland, but in the
Omali Hotel I don't think it will be possible without
changing the characteristics of the hotel.

Each section will have its own specific
characteristics. We will adapt according to the
particularities of the roads. We will certainly not
affect the OMALI Hotel in a negative way,
because what we want is not to make people
worse, no, we want to make people's lives better
with this project.

Anastácio Quaresma Direc. Tourism: I think that for
this project, they should involve the Forestry
Department. I remember when I was a child, along the
waterfront they had trees that offered shade to
people. Even on sunny days, people would walk, but
they wouldn't feel tired. I think they should look at that
issue.
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Question Answer.

Gonçalo Trindade Nicon seguros: It is very
important for us to be here. The institution I represent
has had a lot of problems regarding access to our
facilities. Our customers, due to the type of roads in
São Pedro, have to go in the direction of Super Ckdo
and only then return. There should be space for
parking in that area.

INAE: Road is our specialty, we will put some
roundabouts in that project. You have to realise
that the waterfront we have today came from a
project, so the project we will do will have to be
better than the previous project.
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Attendance List
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Photographic Report

Auscultação pública Bahia de Lagarto. 29 Junho 2021
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Auscultação Pública Bahia Ana Chaves. Praia San Pedro- 30 Junho 2021
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Auscultação Pública Bahia Pantunfo. Liceu Nacional Sao Tome. 30 Junho 2021
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Auscultação Pública-Sessão com as Instituições
Embaixada de Brasil en Sao Tome- 1 de Julio 2021
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FORM GRIEVANCES REGISTRATION FORM OR SUGGESTION
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Reference No:

Full Name

Note: you can remain anonymous if you
prefer or request not to disclose your
identity to the third parties without your
consent

My first name

My last name

 I wish to raise my grievance anonymously

 I request not to disclose my identity without my consent

Contact Information By Post: Please provide mailing address:

Please mark how you wish

to be contacted (mail,

telephone, e-mail).

ByTelephone:

By E-mail

Description of Incident or Grievance: What happened? Where did it happen? Who did it happen to? What is the result
of the problem?

Date of Incident/Grievance

One time incident/grievance (date )

Happened more than once (how many times? )

On-going (currently experiencing problem)

What would you like to see happen to resolve the problem?
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Grievance log

The following template will assist in recording comments, complaints, and grievances for monitoring purposes.

Name/Cont
act details

Date
receiv
ed

Details of
complaint/comment

Responsibility Actions taken Date resolved


